Junior Java/J2EE Developer

About the Role

We are looking for a Java/JEE developer to work as part of our talented engineering team. The successful candidate will be working on a variety of software development projects in the communications and enterprise domains.

Job Responsibilities

- Perform software development activities within NetFore’s engineering team
- Look for opportunities to improve products and solutions through adoption of new technologies
- Stay on top of new and evolving technologies related to Java/JEE, Enterprise Application development, web development, and related Frameworks
- Ensure that solutions scale to meet the performance needs of our customers
- Collaborate with senior team members and/or customers on pre-production testing and related activities, as well as deployment of applications to production

Requirements

- Bachelor’s or Master’s degree in Computer Engineering, Software Engineering or Computer Sciences
- Highly motivated, passionate and creative problem solver
- High attention to detail with a commitment to quality
- Web Application Frameworks: Bootstrap, Grails
- Aptitude in working with complex distributed software architectures
- Knowledge on designing and implementing distributed enterprise solutions using Web Services APIs (SOAP, REST, etc.)

Desired Skills

- Database development experience: SQL, ORM (Hibernate)
- Exceptional interpersonal skills, with willingness and suitability for direct customer engagement
- Knowledge of multi-threaded application development

- Application Servers: JBoss, WebLogic, clustering
- Web Application Frameworks: AngularJS, React, NodeJS, Google Material Design
- IDE/Tools: Eclipse, IntelliJ
- Experience with large scale relational databases and replication technologies
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